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Abstract: Lasonolide A (LSA), a potent antitumor polyketide from the marine sponge, 

Forcepia sp., induces rapid and reversible protein hyperphosphorylation and premature 

chromosome condensation (PCC) at nanomolar concentrations independent of  

cyclin-dependent kinases. To identify cellular targets of LSA, we screened 2951 shRNAs 

targeting a pool of human kinases and phosphatases (1140 RefSeqs) to identify genes that 

modulate PCC in response to LSA. This led to the identification of RAF1 (C-RAF) as a 

mediator of LSA-induced PCC, as shRNAs against RAF1 conferred resistance to LSA.  

We found that LSA induced RAF1 phosphorylation on Serine 338 within minutes in 

human colorectal carcinoma HCT-116, ovarian carcinoma OVCAR-8, and Burkitt’s 

lymphoma CA46 cell lines. RAF1 depletion by siRNAs attenuated LSA-induced PCC in 

HCT-116 and OVCAR-8 cells. Furthermore, mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEF) with 

homozygous deletion in Raf1, but not deletion in the related kinase Braf, were resistant to 
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LSA-induced PCC. Complementation of Raf1−/− MEFs with wild-type human RAF1, but 

not with kinase-dead RAF1 mutant, restored LSA-induced PCC. Finally, the Raf inhibitor 

sorafenib, but not the MEK inhibitor AZD6244, effectively suppressed LSA-induced PCC. 

Our findings implicate a previously unknown, MAPK-independent role of RAF1 in chromatin 

condensation and potent activation of this pathway by LSA. 
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1. Introduction 

Natural products stand out by the diversity of their chemical structures and by the fact that many of 

them act as natural toxins that bind with high selectivity to biological targets involved in vital cellular 

processes. For this reason, natural products represent a unique source for identifying new chemicals to 

probe cellular function and for discovering new therapeutic agents. Marine natural products have 

proven to be a vast source of highly diverse and specific anticancer drugs, as exemplified by 

cytarabine, trabectedin, eribulin, and the monomethylauristatin antibody-drug conjugate, as well as 

byzalypsis, aplidin, kahalalide and bryostatin, which are in clinical trials [1–5]. Natural products in 

general exhibit a broad range of molecular mechanisms of action including allosteric and interfacial 

inhibition [6,7]. 

Lasonolide A (LSA) (Figure 1A), which was first extracted from the Caribbean marine sponge 

Forcepia sp., was noted for its high potency and unique profile of cytotoxic activity in the National 

Cancer Institute cell screen panel (the NCI60) [8]. The anticancer potential of LSA has remained 

relatively unexplored at least in part because of its low chemical abundance and challenging chemical 

synthesis due to its complex chemical structure comprising multiple chiral centers (Figure 1A) [9–11]. 

However, its biological effects are remarkable. LSA has rapid and profound effects on critical aspects 

of cell biology including inhibition of cell adhesion, activation of PKC, and activation of the  

mitogen-activated protein kinases (MAPK) ERK1/2 and p38 [8,12,13]. 

We recently showed that a major cellular effect of LSA is the induction of premature chromosome 

condensation (PCC) [13]. LSA-induced PCC is observed independently of cell cycle phases and is 

rapidly reversible upon drug removal, suggesting the selective targeting of cellular components by 

LSA [13]. In contrast, the cytotoxicity of LSA is dependent on drug exposure time [12,13]. During 

normal cell cycle, chromosomes condense in a highly ordered manner at the onset of mitosis, and PCC 

is defined by its occurrence outside of mitosis before completion of DNA replication. PCC can be 

induced by cell fusion between interphase and mitotic cells, or by the action of chemicals, primarily 

phosphatase inhibitors such as calyculin A or okadaic acid [14]. In contrast to okadaic acid, which 

requires the activation of MPF (mitosis promoting factor) to induce PCC, LSA induces PCC at 

nanomolar concentrations independently of MPF [13]. LSA-induced PCC is accompanied by 

epigenetic modifications including hyperphosphorylation and deacetylation of histones, as well as 

activation of topoisomerase II and aurora A/B [13]. However, the pathways that lead to such 

activations have not been examined. 
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Figure 1. shRNA screen for genetic determinants of lasonolide A (LSA) sensitivity.  

(A) Chemical structure of LSA; (B) Scheme of the shRNA screen aiming to identify genes 

that modulate LSA sensitivity. A pooled retroviral shRNA library directed against kinases 

and phosphatases was transduced into HCT-116 colorectal cancer cells. Cells were cultured 

in the absence (control) or presence of LSA at two concentrations, 10 nM for 24 days or 

100 nM for 14 days, respectively. Library compositions in starting and end samples were 

deconvoluted by deep sequencing to identify shRNAs that selectively dropped out or 

enriched in the LSA-treated samples; (C) Top candidates are enriched in known  

protein-protein interactions as determined by STRING; (D) shRNAs that enriched and 

dropped out selectively in the LSA treated samples. Results are expressed as the difference 

between the log2 ratio of (LSA/start) and the log2 ratio of (control/start). LSA low and 

high indicates the 10 nM and 100 nM treatment conditions, respectively. Genes whose 

shRNAs enriched with LSA treatment are potentially associated with LSA sensitivity, while 

genes whose shRNAs depleted with LSA treatment are potentially associated with resistance. 
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To elucidate the molecular target(s) of LSA and identify its mechanisms of action, we undertook a 

shRNA screening approach using a pooled library against kinases and phosphatases (1140 RefSeqs) [15]. 

This led to the identification of RAF1, a serine/threonine protein kinase that plays a key role in the 

Ras/MAPK signaling pathway. There are three RAF kinases in human, A-RAF, B-RAF and RAF1  

(C-RAF) that are believed to play non-redundant roles. RAF kinases interact with activated Ras, which 

recruits RAF to the plasma membrane. This results in a multistep mechanism that activates RAF, and 

in the case of RAF1 it involves the phosphorylation of RAF1 on serine 338 and tyrosine 341 [16]. It 

has been shown that S338 phosphorylation on RAF1 is carried out via autophosphorylation and via 

phosphorylation by PAKs (p21-activated kinases) [17–20]. RAF kinases, in turn, activate the 

MEK/ERK cascade, which was recently found to be rapidly activated by LSA [12]. Although MEK 

kinases have been classically defined as the only RAF1 substrate, it is unclear whether RAF1 has 

MEK-independent kinase function. Our work demonstrates rapid and reversible RAF1 activation by 

LSA, and its implications in the induction of PCC by LSA. 

2. Results and Discussion 

2.1. A Kinome shRNA Screen Identified Candidate LSA Molecular Targets and Pathways 

To probe the genetic pathways that might mediate the cellular response to LSA, we screened a pool 

of 2951 retroviral shRNA targeting most kinases and phosphatases (1140 RefSeq transcripts) at two 

different drug concentrations of 10 and 100 nM in the colorectal cancer cell line HCT-116. These 

concentrations were previously shown to efficiently induce PCC [13]. The low and high LSA 

concentration allowed 10 and 4 cell population doublings during the 24 and 14 days of drug treatment, 

respectively. At the end of the LSA exposures, genomic DNA was extracted and shRNA library 

compositions in all samples were analyzed by sequencing [15]. Analysis of the differential abundance 

of shRNAs in cells selected after exposure to LSA compared to control cells allowed the identification 

of genes that are potentially involved in LSA response (Figure 1B). 

From the 45 and 35 shRNA differentially enriched/depleted after exposure to the low and the high 

LSA concentration, respectively (Supplementary Figure S1), STRING analysis was performed to 

reveal protein-protein interactions among candidates identified after exposure to either low (10 nM) or 

high (100 nM) LSA concentration (Figure 1C). This analysis identified a pathway related to protein 

regulation by phosphorylation and to cell cycle and survival (GO biological processes). Moreover, 

among the seven candidate genes identified as having significant association with LSA response 

(Figure 1D), three of them were found in this pathway: RAF1, PPP1R12A, and WNK1. 

RAF1, WNK1, as well as PTP4A1 were defined as sensitizing genes, as their shRNAs were 

enriched in the LSA-treated cells (Figure 1C). PTP4A1, also known as PRL-1 (phosphatase of 

regenerating liver), is a protein tyrosine phosphatase involved in cell adhesion and migration [21]. 

WNKs (Protein Kinase Lysine-Deficient) proteins primarily regulate ion balance; they also interact with 

mitotic spindles [22,23]. 

The four resistance genes, with corresponding shRNAs significantly depleted in the LSA-treated 

cells were PPP1R12A, TPK1, PTK9L, and PFKP. PPP1R12A, known as MYPT1 (Myosin  

Phosphatase-Targeting Subunit 1) encodes a subunit of the phosphatase PP1c that controls the  
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actin-myosin contractile system [24]. PTK9L, also known as Twinfilin-2 (TWF2) interacts with 

protein kinase C-zeta and is involved in motile and morphological processes [25]. PFKP and TPK1 

play a role in energy metabolism. 

2.2. LSA Rapidly Activates RAF1 by Inducing Its Phosphorylation on Ser338 

Phosphorylation of S338 plays a pivotal role for RAF1 activation [16,26]. To determine the role of 

RAF1 in the cellular effects of LSA, we measured the kinetics of RAF1 phosphorylation on S338 in 

three cell lines (Figure 2). These include the HCT-116 cell line we used for the shRNA screen, the 

ovarian cancer cell line OVCAR-8, which is wild-type for the RAS pathway [27], and the Burkitt’s 

lymphoma cell line CA46, which we used in our initial study of LSA-induced PCC [13]. In all  

three-cell lines, LSA induced a marked phosphorylation of RAF1 within 15 min (Figure 2). 

 

Figure 2. RAF1 and MYPT1, two candidates identified in the shRNA screen, are rapidly 

phosphorylated in response to LSA. (A–C) Time course induction of RAF1 and MYPT1 

phosphorylation by LSA in HCT-116 colorectal cancer cells (A), OVCAR-8 ovarian 

cancer cells (B) and CA46 Burkitt’s lymphoma cells (C). Cells were exposed to  

100 nM LSA for the indicated times. RAF1 activation was evaluated by its phosphorylation 

on S338. MYPT1 inhibition was evaluated by its inhibitory phosphorylation on T696 and 

by MLC2 phosphorylation on S19 due to its MYPT1-mediated dephosphorylation on Ser19. 

In addition to RAF1, we also measured the effects of LSA on the phosphatase MYPT1 (also known 

as PPP12R1A), one of the LSA resistance genes (see Figure 1C; Supplementary Figure S1).  

MYPT1 inhibits actomyosin contractility by dephosphorylating MLC2 (myosin light chain) on  

Serine 19 [28]. MYPT1 is downstream from the Rho-ROCK pathway, which phosphorylates MYPT1 

on threonine 696, leading to its inactivation [29]. LSA effectively inhibits MYPT1 phosphatase 

activity through stimulating its phosphorylation on T696 in the three cell lines within 15 min. 

Consistent with MYPT1 inactivation, MCL2 phosphorylation on S19 was elevated in these cell lines 

(Figure 2). Together these results demonstrate that LSA engages at least two of the pathways identified 

in our shRNA screen within minutes of drug exposure. For rest of the study we focused on 

investigating the role of RAF1 in LSA induced PCC. 
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2.3. RAF1 Kinase Activity Is Involved in LSA-Induced PCC 

To test the implication of RAF1 in LSA-induced PCC, we first knocked down RAF1 with siRNA 

and analyzed its impact on cellular response to LSA. The induction of PCC by LSA was markedly 

attenuated upon RAF1 depletion in both HCT-116 and OVCAR-8 cells (Figure 3A,B). Quantitative 

analysis indicated that RAF1 depletion nearly abolished LSA-induced PCC in both cell lines  

(Figure 3C,D). The effectiveness of RAF1 knockdown in HCT-116 and OVCAR-8 was verified by 

Western blotting (Figure 3E,F). 

 

Figure 3. RAF1 is functionally required for LSA-induced premature chromosome 

condensation (PCC). (A,B) Representative images of PCC induced by LSA (100 nM, 30 

min) in HCT-116 (A) and OVCAR-8 (B) cells. Cells were transduced with control or 

RAF1 siRNA 3 days prior to LSA treatment (100 nM, 30 min). Arrows indicate cells with 

PCC. DNA is visualized using propidium iodide; (C,D) Quantification of PCC induced by 

LSA (50 or 100 nM, 30 min) in HCT-116 (C) and OVCAR-8 (D) cells (results are mean ± 

SD of 3 independent experiments. * p < 0.01); (E,F) Immunoblots confirming knockdown 

of RAF1 in HCT-116 (E) and OVCAR-8 (F) cells. 
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Recent studies indicate that RAF1 activation requires its dimerization with BRAF [30,31]. Of note, 

we did not recover BRAF from our shRNA screen as a LSA sensitizing gene. To confirm that RAF1 is 

required for LSA-induced PCC and determine whether BRAF also plays a role in LSA induced PCC, 

mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEF) that are either wild type (WT) or knockout for Raf1 or Braf were 

exposed to LSA for 30 min. LSA induced PCC to a similar extent in both WT and Braf−/− MEFs.  

By contrast, LSA was unable to induce PCC in Raf1−/− MEFs (Figure 4A,B). To test whether the 

kinase activity of RAF1 is required for LSA-induced PCC, Raf1−/− MEFs were complemented with 

either a Tet-inducible wildtype human RAF1 (WT RAF1) cDNA or a Tet-inducible kinase-dead 

human RAF1 (KD RAF1) that carries a K375A point mutation in its kinase domain [32]. Doxycycline 

induction of RAF1 and its S338 phosphorylation by LSA treatment was observed for both WT and KD 

RAF1 (Figure 4D). However, only WT, but not KD RAF1, restored PCC in response to LSA (Figure 4C). 

This result shows that RAF1 kinase activity is necessary for LSA-induced PCC. 

 

Figure 4. LSA-induced PCC requires RAF1 kinase activity but is not dependent on BRAF. 

(A) Relative PCC induced by LSA (100 nM, 30 min) in WT, Raf1−/− and Braf−/− mouse 

embryonic fibroblasts (MEFs). Results are the mean ± SD of 3 independent experiments.  

* p < 0.01; (B) Representative images of PCC induced by LSA in WT, Raf1−/− and Braf−/− 

MEFs. Arrows indicate cells counted as PCC. DNA is visualized using propidium iodide; 

(C) Chromatin condensation induced by LSA (100 nM, 30 min) in Raf1−/− MEFs 

complemented with tetracycline-inducible WT or kinase dead (KD) human RAF1 cDNA. 

Cells were induced with doxycycline (Dox, 1 μg/mL for 24 h) prior to LSA treatment. 

Results are mean ± SD of 3 independent experiments. * p < 0.01; (D) Immunoblotting 

confirming the induction of WT or KD RAF1 by doxycycline. 
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To further demonstrate that RAF1 kinase activity is critical in this context, we employed a 

pharmacological inhibitor of RAF1, sorafenib [33]. Treatment with sorafenib reduced LSA-induced 

PCC in HCT-116 cells (Figure 5A–C). Since a major effector of RAF1 is the MEK/ERK cascade, we 

tested whether inhibition of MEK by the small molecular inhibitor AZD6244 [34] would have the 

same effects. Consistent with the ability of LSA to activate RAF1, ERK phosphorylation is also 

strongly elevated in cells treated with LSA. To our surprise, however, AZD6244 failed to inhibit PCC 

induced by LSA, despite that it effectively abolished ERK1/2 activation under the same condition 

(Figure 5A–C). These experiments therefore demonstrate that LSA induces PCC through a mechanism 

that is dependent on the kinase activity of RAF1 but independent of the classical RAF1/MEK/ERK 

pathway, and suggest that RAF1 could target additional substrates in addition to MEK. 

 

Figure 5. Pharmacological inhibition of RAF1, but not MEK1/2, reduced LSA-induced 

PCC. (A) PCC induced by LSA (100 nM) in HCT-116 cells pre-treated for 1 h with 10 μM 

of sorafenib or AZD6244 and then co-treated with LSA for 30 min. Results are the  

mean ± SD of 3 independent experiments. * p < 0.01; (B) Representative images of PCC 

induced by LSA with or without pre-treatment with sorafenib or AZD6244. DNA is 

visualized using propidium iodide; (C) Immunoblotting confirming the inhibition of 

ERK1/2 phosphorylation by AZD6244. 
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2.4. Discussion 

LSA rapidly induces two main cellular phenotypic changes: cell contraction accompanied by 

plasma membrane blebbing (possibly through the activation of the actomyosin complex), and premature 

chromosome condensation independently of the classical mitosis promoting factor, cyclin  

B1/Cdk1 [12,13]. At the biochemical level, LSA induces the phosphorylation of a broad range of 

proteins associated with membrane, cytoskeleton and chromatin functions. These effects are rapid and 

reversible upon LSA removal, suggesting a direct impact of LSA on the activity of unidentified cellular 

kinase/phosphatases [12,13]. We recently reported that LSA is a relatively weak inhibitor of purified 

phosphatases 1 and 2A in vitro compared to okadaic acid [13]; thus, the molecular target(s) of LSA is 

still unclear, especially in intact cells, although it is likely to be a key regulator of chromatin and 

cytoskeleton organization. 

By screening a shRNA library targeting kinases and phosphatases we found several genes that are 

potentially involved in cellular sensitivity and resistance toward LSA. One unexpected mediator of 

LSA sensitivity was RAF1. Considering the major role of RAF1 and MAPK pathway in cell 

proliferation and oncogenesis, we focused on the activation of RAF1 by LSA. Three line of evidence 

implicate RAF1 in LSA-induced PCC. First, LSA induces the rapid phosphorylation of RAF1 on S338, 

a marker for activated RAF1 [26], in three cell cancer lines with different RAS status. As expected, 

activation of ERK1/2 was also observed in all three-cell lines, which is in agreement with independent 

results in Panc-1 cells [12]. Our findings therefore reveal that LSA activates RAF1 upstream of 

MEK/ERK. Second, we established a genetic link between RAF1 and LSA-induced PCC. Using both 

siRNA depletion of RAF1 in human cells and MEFs that are homozygous null for Raf1, we show that 

RAF1 is involved in LSA-induced PCC. Importantly, complementation experiment using WT and 

kinase dead RAF1 firmly established that RAF1 kinase activity is required for LSA-induced PCC. Of 

note, homozygous deletion of the Braf gene in MEFs did not prevent LSA-induced PCC; this 

experiment confirms that RAF1, but not BRAF, is required for LSA-induced PCC. Further supporting 

our genetic experiments, sorafenib, a RAF inhibitor [33], inhibited LSA-induced PCC. Unexpectedly, 

we found that the RAF1-mediated PCC induced by LSA is independent of the classical MAPK 

pathway, as it could not be blocked by the selective MEK inhibitor AZD6244. We conclude that LSA 

triggers chromatin condensation through RAF1 kinase independently of the MAPK pathway (Figure 6). 

Previous studies indicate that the mechanisms that activate RAF1 during mitosis are different from 

those that activate RAF1 following growth factor stimulation [18,19,35]. Further studies are warranted 

to determine the precise mechanism by which LSA stimulates the activation of RAF1. Of note, S338 

of RAF1 has been reported as both an auto-phosphorylation site [20] and a site phosphorylated by 

PAK3 [36] and CaMK II [37]. In Raf1-null MEFs expressing kinase dead RAF1, LSA was able to 

induce S338 phosphorylation, therefore indicating a trans-phosphorylation mechanism is involved in 

RAF1 S338 phosphorylation. Further investigation is required to understand the regulation of RAF1 

S338 phosphorylation. In which case, LSA could be a useful reagent, especially because the total 

synthesis of LSA has recently been improved [10,11]. 
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Figure 6. Proposed pathway of the major role of RAF1 in LSA-induced PCC. In red are 

the phosphorylation sites induced in response to LSA exposure. Annotations are derived 

from the Kohn molecular interaction map (MIM) conventions [38]. Nodes at intercepting 

lines are the post-translationally modified proteins. Open arrowhead indicates activation; 

open circles indicate phosphorylations, and short bars inhibition. 

We previously reported the impact of LSA on different key players of chromosome condensation 

and showed that LSA induces the activation of topoisomerase II and aurora kinases and the subsequent 

phosphorylation of histone H3. In addition, pharmacological inhibition of topoisomerase II or aurora 

kinases, but not CDK1, blocked LSA-induced PCC [13]. Recently, RAF1 has been implicated in 

mitotic progression independent of its kinase activity [35]. Our data, on the other hand, indicate that 

RAF1 kinase activity is essential in LSA-induced PCC. Thus further study is necessary to elucidate the 

mechanisms by which RAF1 mediates PCC. 

In addition to PCC, we previous showed that LSA also induces actin cytoskeleton rearrangement 

and cell detachment. Several candidate hits from our shRNA screen, including MYPT1, PTP4A1 and 

TWF2, have all been implicated in regulating actin cytoskeleton dynamics [21,22,24]. RAF1 itself has 

been implicated in the regulation of cell motility and contractility through direct interactions with 

ROCK2 kinase and inhibiting its activity through a kinase-independent mechanism [39,40]. In LSA-treated 

cells, we observed both increase RAF1 phosphorylation and increase MYPT1 phosphorylation. The 

latter might be attributable to a potential role of LSA in inhibiting a MYPT1 phosphatase. Thus, further 

investigation is necessary to elucidate the mechanisms by which LSA affect the actin cytoskeleton. 

LSA is a fascinating natural product due to its unique chemical structure and cellular activities.  

Our finding that LSA induces rapid RAF1 phosphorylation suggests that LSA might be useful as a tool 

to help identify RAF1 target proteins other than MEK and investigate the mechanism by which RAF1 

regulates chromosome condensation. 
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3. Materials and Methods 

3.1. Drugs and Antibodies 

Lasonolide A was obtained by chemical synthesis as described [9]. AZD6244 and Sorafenib were 

obtained from DTP (Developmental Therapeutics Program, NIH). Antibodies against pS338-RAF1, 

RAF1 and pT696-MYPT1 were purchased from ThermoScientific, Santa Cruz and Upstate, respectively. 

GAPDH, pT202/Y204-ERK1/2 and pS19-MLC2 were from Cell Signaling. 

3.2. Cell Culture and Treatments 

The human cell lines, HCT-116, OVCAR-8 and CA46 were obtained from the Developmental 

Therapeutic Branch (DTP, National Cancer Institute, Rockville, MD, USA). MEFs WT, Braf−/− and 

Raf1−/− were provided by Manuela Baccarini. Cells were cultured in DMEM (HCT-116 and MEFs 

cells) or RPMI 1640 (OVCAR-8 and CA46 cells) medium supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum. 

Cells at 60% confluency were used for LSA treatments. 

3.3. shRNA Screening 

The shRNA library and screening methodology was previously described [41]. The shRNA pool 

used contains 2951 shRNAs targeting most annotated human kinases and phosphatases (1140 RefSeqs). 

Retroviral shRNAs were delivered to cells at a multiplicity of infection ~1 and cells were selected for  

3 days with puromycin for stable integration. Following selection, a fraction of cells were frozen down 

as starting samples and the rest were passaged in media with no LSA, 10 nM or 100 nM LSA. For each 

condition, 3 independent replicates were included. For treatment with high LSA (100 nM), cells were 

treated for 14 days without splitting and all surviving cells were collected. Cell counting indicated that 

cells have undergone the equivalent of 4 population doublings. For the control and low LSA (10 nM) 

treatment groups, cells were passaged when reaching ~80% of confluency. The control and low LSA 

populations underwent the equivalent of 17 and 10 population doublings, respectively, during the same 

24-day period. A minimal representation of ~1000 was maintained for each replica during all stages of 

cell culture. shRNA sequences were PCR-recovered from genomic DNA of these cells and library 

composition in each sample was deconvolved by sequencing. To determine LSA-induced shRNA 

enrichment and dropout, the log2 ratios of normalized shRNA read counts between the end sample and 

the starting sample were calculated for each shRNA. The log2 ratios were then compared between the 

control (untreated) sample and the two LSA-treated arms to identify LSA-induced shRNA enrichment 

or dropout. Primary shRNA hits were identified as those with a log2 ratio difference of ≥1 and a  

p ≤ 0.01. STRING analysis was performed to identify protein-protein interactions among the top 

candidates. Relationships were mined using only experiment and database determined relationships of 

at least “medium confidence”. 

3.4. Complementation of Raf−/− MEFs 

cDNA encoding wild-type-RAF1 and kinase dead (KD)-RAF1 where lysine 375 was mutated in 

alanine, were cloned downstream of the tetracycline response element in the pInducer 10b lentiviral 
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vector. Plasmids were packaged using 293T cells with TransIT Transfection Reagent (Mirus Bio, 

Madison, WI, USA). Raf1−/− MEFs were transduced with pInducer WT-RAF1 and KD-RAF1 at a low 

MOI. Stably transduced cells were selected using 3 μg/mL puromycin for 3 days. Cells were tested 

with 1 μg/mL doxycycline for protein induction. 

3.5. siRNA Transfection 

Cells seeded in 6-well plates were transfected with targeting or non-targeting siRNAs using 

DharmaFECT transfection reagent (ThermoFisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA). Cells were exposed 

to LSA 72 h after transfection. 

3.6. Protein Extracts and Western Blotting 

Cell pellets were lysed with 1% SDS, 10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.4 with phosphatase inhibitor cocktail 

(Sigma-Aldrich, St Louis, MO, USA) and protease inhibitor (Roche Molecular Diagnostics, Mannheim, 

Germany). Total cell lysates were electrophoresed on 4%–20% Tris-glycine polyacrylamide gels, and 

transferred onto nitrocellulose membranes that were incubated with primary antibodies. After 

incubation with secondary antibody, signals were detected by enhanced chemiluminescence (Pierce, 

Rockford, IL, USA). 

3.7. Chromosome Morphology 

After drug treatment, cells were cytospun (800 rpm, 8 min) to glass slides and were fixed for 15 min 

with 4% paraformaldehyde in phosphate buffered saline (PBS, pH 7.4). After incubation for 20 min in 

70% ethanol, the cells were stained with 20 μg/mL propidium iodide with 100 μg/ mL RNase A for  

15 min in the dark. Finally, slides were mounted with Vectashield anti-fade mounting media (H-1000, 

Vector Laboratories, Inc., Burlingame, CA, USA). Images were taken using a Zeiss 780 confocal 

microscope (Carl Zeiss Inc., Thornwood, NY, USA). 

3.8. Statistical Analyses 

Data are presented as mean values ± SD. The significance of differences between means was 

assessed by Mann-Whitney test, with p < 0.05 and p < 0.01 considered statistically significant. 

4. Conclusions 

Lasonolide A (LSA) has unique and novel properties that warrant further studies and its evaluation 

as a novel anticancer agent. The activation of RAF1 and its association with rapid and reversible 

premature chromosome condensation by LSA reported here are remarkable and could serve as 

pharmacodynamics biomarkers together with histone phosphorylation and deacetylation, and 

topoisomerase II and MPM2 hyperactivation. Additional LSA-dependent kinase/phosphatase pathways 

were identified in our shRNA screen (PTP4A1, WNK1, PPP1R12A, TPK1, PK9L and PFKP), 

warranting further investigations. The recent improvement of synthetic routes will facilitate further 

mechanisms of action studies and the exploration of the anticancer activity of LSA in animal models. 
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